Abstract-The recently developed eXplicit Control Protocol topologies, although the stability with a complicated topology (XCP) is a congestion control system well suited for high is hard to be analytically proven. Bandwidth Delay Product (BDP) networks. Low proves that the Low [8] studies the XCP's equilibrium performance and XCP equilibrium solves a constrained max-min fairness problem, and derives the explicit formulas for the link utilization and gives some interesting results. He bulds a dynamilcwimdowthe common flow rate bottlenecked at the link by applying the based model of XCP, proves that the XCP equilibrium solves a derived window-based dynamic model. Furthermore, a lower constrained max-min fairness problem, and derives the explicit bound and an upper bound of link utilization are given in Low's formulas for the link utilization and the common flow rate botpaper. tlenecked at the link. Furthermore, a lower bound and an upper However, the derived window-based dynamic model is so bon.fln uizaonregvnnLw'ppr.H ee, complicated that it can not be used easily. In this paper, a simple bound of link utiflzation are given in Low's paper. However, rate-based model is proposed for analyzing XCP equilibrium although a beautiful mathematic description of XCP is given, performance. Most results that appeared in Low's paper can the derived window-based dynamic model is so complicated be easily reproduced by applying our simple dynamic model. that it can not be used easily. Another shortcoming is that the Furthermore, we prove that the shuffling parameter ty is no more shuffling parameter -and the parameter a can not be chosen than the parameter ae to achieve high link utilization, arbitrarily which is not proven in Low's paper.
The current Internet provides a connectionless, best-effort, analyzing XCP's equilibrium performance. Most results that and end-to-end packet service by using the IP protocol. appeared in Low's paper can be easily reproduced by applying The majority of the Internet traffic including HTTP, FTP, our simple dynamic model. Furthermore, we prove that the TELNET, and email traffic is carried by TCP protocol. The shuffling parameter -y is no more than the parameter a to Van Jacobson's congestion control algorithms [1] for TCP achieve high link utilization, which is an important constraint guarantee the stability of today's Internet. However, Jacobson's for XCP. algorithm also exhibits several shortcomings, such as its poor The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the link utilization at high BDP, its unfairness at long round-trip next section, XCP and Low's window-based model are introtimes, and confusion by lossy links. Due to the interest in the duced briefly. Then, the simple rate-based model is derived wired network, we focus on the first two shortcomings.
in detail. In Section III, we prove the important constraint Several ways are developed to improve the performance that ty < a and analyze the equilibrium performance of XCP in these environments [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . Of these, briefly. Finally, we conclude in Section IV. the recently developed Explicit Control Protocol (XCP) [4] is a congestion control system well suited for high Bandwidth II. MODEL Delay Product (BDP) networks. XCP executing in the routers A. XCP Congestion Control explicitly allocates the feedback to each packet, and the XCP is a window-based congestion control algorithm. The minimum feedback for each packet along the path is sent per-flow state information is carried in the congestion header back t the sender. The N1 h1 H-max(-q5, 0) =max(0, tYYl -<il) H-max (-q5, 0) (p1 -S *10l =°i C C' the link utilization can be arbitrarily small as the link capacity It is obvious that the flows in set < have a higher flow rate than approaches to infinite. Thus, we have an important assumption the flows in set po. Otherwise, the flows will be bottlenecked for all of our analysis. in the current link. Thus, the feedback for flows in set io is Assumption: Assume the set < of link I is not empty in all analysis. In fact, XCP treats the flows in set X the same as the flows in set < due to the AIMD. It Thus, the flows are not in the equilibrium from Lemma 1.
We conclude that Qi is empty. Furthermore, the aggregate which is same as Low's formula. Therefore most of Low's throughput feedback is q5= a *(C -yi). IV. CONCLUSION In this paper, we focus on analysis of XCP's equilibrium performance. A simple rate-based model is proposed for analyzing the XCP's equilibrium performance. Most results that appeared in Low's paper can be easily reproduced by applying our simple dynamic model. Furthermore, we prove that the shuffling parameter ty is no more than the parameter ae to achieve high link utilization, which is an important constraint for XCP.
